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ACROSS CLUES:
3. The elements of the sun and moon

affect _______________.  (40)
4. Something wrong with the Worry Vials (56)
6. City where prince’s Castle was located (13)
7. The crop upon which the country 

depended (41)
9. The prince's name (38)
12. The inventor who could bring metal 

animals to life (13)
13. The word that meant "pearl" that was 

used to open Kronos‘s toolbox (70) 
14. Master Stakan used ____________ 

to make his Worry Vials work. (51)
16. Petra's father hoped that she would be      

able to go to the ____________. (50)
18. The person who first thought of how              

to control the weather  (40)
20. The ability that was necessary to      

assemble the last clock part (41)
21. Mikel Kronos's daughter (24)
22. The son of the glass blower (27)

Objectives:  … develop vocabulary through reading
… make inferences about text and use textual evidence to support understanding

Pieces of the Puzzle

INTUITION CLOCK RODOLFO BRASSICA MAGIC
PRINCE EYES MARJETA KRONOS EVIL
PRAGUE TUB OKNO FORGED FLAW
EVIL BOHEMIA ACADEMY SPIDER SAND
TOMIK FEARS PETRA ASTROPHIL TIME

For a greater challenge, cut on dotted line to delete the word bank.

Chapters 1-8

DOWN CLUES:
1. The only tin toy that could read  (14)
2. The thunderstorm rained ___________. (64)
3. Smithies cool their hot irons in slack ____(66)
4. What they told their Worry Vials (56)
5. The village where Petra lived (15)
8. The tin spider's name (9)
10. What Petra did to get a letter for Lucie and 

Pavel (69)
11. The country where Petra lived (19)
15. The beautiful invention that could control the 

weather (41)
17. Antonym for good, a description of the prince
19. What the prince stole to enable him to have 

the inventor's talent (20)


